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ABSTRACT

Sensor-band image generation has long been used for sensor training applications -- 

from NVG trainers designed for piloting and navigation tasks, to thermal or radar 

trainers designed to support target acquisition tasks.  Increasingly, with UAV and other 

persistent sensor assets, where humans in the loop can be overwhelmed by the sheer 

imagery bandwidth, fast image processing algorithms are used for automated target 

detection and cueing.  Scene content, signatures, and other aspects of image realism are 

thus crucial for not only human-in-the-loop testing, but for machine vision development, 

which can be negatively impacted by synthetic image artifacts.  The ultimate test of a 

sensor-band image generator is how well it can replicate real-world sensor band 

imagery.  Ideally, the sensor IG would be provided only an area of interest, and other 

“ground truth” information short of the actual sensor band imagery itself, and be able to 

produce synthetic imagery comparable to the field imagery, with similar  clutter content 

and distribution, spatial and spectral radiance profiles, and 2D autocorrelation metrics. 

JRM Technologies will present its latest techniques in material classification and 

physics-based sensor image synthesis, with a particular emphasis on verification and 

validation against field imagery using appropriate metrics. The author will present an 
overview of physics-based sensor image synthesis, with a particular emphasis on verification and 
validation techniques and metrics.
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